Background {#Sec1}
==========

The importance of regulatory DNA in development, evolution and disease has become widely recognized in recent years as the number of functional genomic studies mapping regulatory elements in the genomes of humans and model organisms has grown \[[@CR1]-[@CR5]\]. While significant progress has been made on questions such as the *in vivo* binding specificity of transcription factors (TFs) and the combinatorial patterns of TF binding that drive specific gene expression, in many cases the large number of binding events observed *in vivo* suggests that TF function is context-dependent and influenced by factors in addition to their intrinsic sequence specificity \[[@CR6]-[@CR12]\]. Furthermore, the most common methods of assaying *in vivo* genome-wide binding are noisy and may suffer problems of bias and false positives \[[@CR13]-[@CR17]\]. One way to cut through this noise and assess the functionality of TF binding is to leverage the effect of natural selection, which should tend to preserve functionally important binding events during evolution \[[@CR6],[@CR18]-[@CR20]\]. Here we have used a comparative evolutionary approach in four species of *Drosophila* to study the binding and functions of two group B Sox proteins, a family of TFs that is both deeply conserved throughout animal evolution and displays evidence of functional redundancy.

*Sox* (SRY-related high-mobility group box) genes encode a highly conserved family of TFs that serve as broad developmental regulators in metazoa. They are thought to have evolved in conjunction with the origin of multicellular animal life, as they are present in all animal genomes in which they have been searched for, including basal members such as sponges and placozoa \[[@CR21]-[@CR25]\]. All Sox proteins contain a single HMG (high-mobility group) DNA binding domain, and they are subdivided into ten groups, A through J, based on HMG sequence and full-length protein structure \[[@CR24],[@CR26]-[@CR28]\]. In vertebrates, members of each group are often expressed in overlapping patterns in particular tissues during development and play important roles in directing the differentiation of cells in those tissues. For example, group B genes are expressed in the developing central nervous system (CNS) and eye \[[@CR29]-[@CR32]\], group C genes are expressed in the kidney and pancreas \[[@CR33]-[@CR35]\], and group F genes are expressed in the developing vascular and lymphatic system \[[@CR36],[@CR37]\]. Interestingly, not only are group members co-expressed, in many cases they show a pattern of phenotypic redundancy where severe developmental defects are only observed when multiple members of the same group are removed \[[@CR27],[@CR37]-[@CR43]\]. While mammalian genomes contain multiple paralogues for most groups, invertebrates typically have fewer *Sox* genes. Sequenced insect genomes, including that of the fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster*, typically contain one gene in each of groups C, D, E and F, and four genes in group B, although occasional extra genes are observed in certain lineages \[[@CR24],[@CR26]\].

Group B *Sox* genes are of particular evolutionary interest because, in addition to being the most closely related *Sox* genes to *Sry*, they are some of the best characterized members of the *Sox* family and appear to have highly conserved functions throughout evolution \[[@CR44],[@CR45]\]. In mammals, group B *Sox* genes are involved in stem cell pluripotency and self-renewal, ectoderm formation, neural induction, CNS development, placode formation and gametogenesis \[[@CR27]\]. Vertebrate group B *Sox* genes are divided into two subgroups: group B1, which includes *Sox1, Sox2* and *Sox3* \[[@CR44]\], and group B2, which includes *Sox14* and *Sox21* \[[@CR46]\]. Group B1 and B2 genes play opposing roles in the developing vertebrate CNS, with group B1 proteins primarily acting as transcriptional activators to convey early neuroectodermal competence and maintain neural precursors, while group B2 genes primarily act as transcriptional repressors to promote neuronal differentiation \[[@CR43],[@CR47]-[@CR49]\]. Although functional data suggests that the B1-B2 division may not be an appropriate classification in insects \[[@CR45],[@CR50],[@CR51]\], a role for group B *Sox* genes in neural development appears to be conserved, making *Drosophila* an attractive system in which to study group B *Sox* function and evolution more closely \[[@CR31],[@CR32],[@CR43]\]. There are four group B *Sox* genes in the *Drosophila melanogaster* genome: *SoxNeuro (SoxN), Dichaete, Sox21a* and *Sox21b*. Of these, the best studied to date are *Dichaete* and *SoxN*. While the exact orthology relationships between vertebrate and insect group B *Sox* genes are still debated, similarities in the expression patterns and functions of *Sox1, Sox2* and *Sox3* in vertebrates and *SoxN* and *Dichaete* in insects suggest a deeply conserved yet complex relationship between these two sets of *Sox* genes \[[@CR31],[@CR32],[@CR45],[@CR50],[@CR52]-[@CR60]\].

As with *Sox1*, *Sox2* and *Sox3* in vertebrates, both *Dichaete* and *SoxN* are expressed in overlapping patterns in the developing *Drosophila* CNS and are necessary for its normal development; they also show evidence of functional redundancy \[[@CR29],[@CR55],[@CR61]-[@CR64]\]. *Dichaete* mutant embryos show axonal and midline defects, which can be rescued by expressing Dichaete or mammalian Sox2 in the midline \[[@CR63]\]. *SoxN* mutant embryos also show axonal defects and loss of lateral neurons that can be rescued with mammalian Sox1 \[[@CR65]\]. *SoxN/Dichaete* double mutants show much more severe CNS defects than either single mutant, in particular an increased loss of neuroblasts in the medial and intermediate columns of the neuroectoderm, where *SoxN* and *Dichaete* expression overlaps most strongly \[[@CR61],[@CR66]\]. In addition to compensation at the level of neural phenotypes, *in vivo* binding and expression studies of Dichaete and SoxN in *D. melanogaster* have shown that they have highly similar genome-wide binding patterns and share a large number of target genes \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\]. Commonly bound targets cover many well-characterized functions of both Dichaete and SoxN, including over a hundred other TFs active in the CNS, the proneural genes of the *achaete-scute* complex, *Drop* (*Dr*) and *ventral nervous system defective* (*vnd*), which encode TFs involved in CNS dorso-ventral patterning \[[@CR68]\], and the neuroblast temporal identity genes *seven-up* (*svp*)*, hunchback* (*hb*)*, Kruppel* (*Kr*) and *POU domain protein 2* (*pdm2*) \[[@CR51],[@CR67],[@CR69],[@CR70]\].

Not only do Dichaete and SoxN share many targets, they also display a complex pattern of compensatory binding in each other's absence. Studies measuring SoxN binding in *Dichaete* mutants and *vice versa* identified loci where one TF can compensate for the other's absence by binding in its place or increasing its own binding. However, at other loci, the loss of one Sox protein appears to result in a loss of binding by the other. These observations suggest that in some circumstances Dichaete and SoxN can compensate for one another, but in other case they are dependent on one another. Furthermore, at certain loci their binding is independent, with the loss of one TF not affecting the binding of the other. It has been suggested that this complex interplay may be the result of partial neofunctionalisation between the two paralogous TFs leading to their unique roles, while maintaining some degree of redundancy in order to provide robustness to the critical process of early neural development \[[@CR51],[@CR71]-[@CR73]\]. However, it is not known whether the overlap in binding patterns and targets observed between Dichaete and SoxN, which is substantially greater than that observed between many other paralogous genes such as the *cis-*paralogous members of the same *Hox* clusters \[[@CR7],[@CR8],[@CR11],[@CR74],[@CR75]\], has been specifically maintained during evolution. Given the fact that functional redundancy among *Sox* genes from the same group seems to be a common theme across many different taxa, we were curious to examine the question of group B *Sox* binding from an evolutionary perspective.

Comparative studies of transcription factor binding can facilitate an analysis of the evolutionary dynamics of regulatory DNA as well the use of natural selection as a filter to reduce the biological and technical noise inherent to *in vivo* genome-wide binding assays \[[@CR6],[@CR15],[@CR76]-[@CR78]\]. Previous comparative studies in *Drosophila* have primarily used ChIP-seq to measure binding and have focused on developmental regulators such as the anterior-posterior (AP) patterning factors Bicoid (Bcd), Hunchback (Hb), Kruppel (Kr), Giant (Gt), Knirps (Kni) and Caudal (Cad) and the mesodermal regulator Twist (Twi) \[[@CR76],[@CR77],[@CR79]\]. These studies measured both quantitative turnover of binding sites during evolution as well as qualitative changes in binding strength, finding broadly similar rates of divergence for different factors. They also used the evolutionary data to discover features of TF binding that were associated with higher conservation, such as clustered binding, combinatorial binding with other TFs, and the presence of specific sequence motifs in or near binding intervals \[[@CR76],[@CR77]\]. The degree of conservation of binding events between different *Drosophila* species, which is generally greater than that between equally distant vertebrate species \[[@CR20],[@CR80]-[@CR82]\], makes *Drosophila* a particularly well-suited model system for studying the evolution of regulatory DNA and for making inter-species comparisons of TF binding. With this in mind, we used DamID-seq to study the *in vivo* binding patterns of Dichaete and SoxN in four species of *Drosophila*, *D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. yakuba* and *D. pseudoobscura*, with the goal of shedding new light on the functional and evolutionary dynamics of group B Sox binding.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Comparative DamID-seq for group B Sox proteins {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------

We have recently used combinations of genome-wide ChIP and DamID data to generate high confidence *in vivo* binding profiles and define a set of core binding intervals for both Dichaete and SoxN in *Drosophila melanogaster*. The core intervals are independently detected in multiple datasets and we use this terminology to indicate very high confidence binding locations in the genome \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\]. In order to better understand aspects of group B Sox functional compensation at a genomic level, we expanded on this work, performing DamID using *D. melanogaster* Sox-Dam fusion proteins and high-throughput sequencing to map Dichaete binding in four *Drosophila* species and SoxN binding in two species (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The species chosen are consistent with previous studies of comparative TF binding in *Drosophila* \[[@CR76],[@CR77],[@CR79]\] and span a range of divergence times from approximately 2 million to 25 million years \[[@CR83]\], allowing us to make comparisons between both closely-related and more distant groups. The amino acid sequences of both proteins are highly conserved across the four species; thus our experimental design facilitates an analysis of binding attributable to differences in the genome sequence or nuclear environment between species, rather than to the Sox proteins themselves (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). We used a differential enrichment approach to identify GATC fragments in each genome that were significantly bound by each Sox protein (Dichaete-Dam or SoxN-Dam) in comparison to Dam-only controls and merged neighbouring fragments to generate binding intervals (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}A). While these binding intervals do not precisely correspond to ChIP-seq peaks or DamID peaks we previously determined via tiling microarrays, we nevertheless found that, in agreement with previous studies, both Dichaete and SoxN showed widespread binding at thousands of sites across each fly genome \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\]. After normalisation and correction for multiple hypothesis testing, we identified between 17,000 -- 26,000 binding intervals (p \< 0.05) for Dichaete in *D. melanogaster*, *D. simulans* and *D. yakuba*, and for SoxN in *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. Approximately 3000 Dichaete binding intervals were identified in *D. pseudoobscura*, reflecting the fact that the binding profiles were noisier in this species compared to the other three species, with less reproducible biological replicates.Figure 1Overview of experimental strategies. (**A**) Schematic of transgenic lines generated in each species of *Drosophila*. Three plasmids, containing either a Dichaete-Dam fusion protein, a SoxN-Dam fusion protein, or Dam only, were injected. Dichaete-Dam and Dam-only lines were created for each species, while SoxN-Dam lines were only created in *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The dendrogram represents the evolutionary relationships between the species used. Photographs of flies are from N. Gompel (<http://www.ibdml.univ-mrs.fr/equipes/BP_NG/Illustrations/melanogaster%20subgroup.html>). Abbreviations: *mel*, *Drosophila melanogaster; sim, Drosophila simulans; yak, Drosophila yakuba; pse, Drosophila pseudoobscura*. (**B**) Outline of the DamID-seq experimental protocol. A TF-Dam fusion protein or a Dam-only control is expressed in embryos, leading to methylation of GATC sites in the vicinity of binding events. Genomic DNA is extracted and methylated fragments are isolated via digestion with *Dpn*I, which recognises only methylated GATC. These fragments are purified through ligation of adapters, further digestion of non-methylated DNA with *Dpn*II and PCR amplification \[[@CR96]\]. DNA from both TF-Dam fusion samples and control Dam-only samples is sequenced and mapped to the genome, and the relative enrichment of reads is compared between conditions to generate binding profiles. Orange lines represent GATC sites, grey ovals represent methylation, blue diamonds represent Dam protein and pink ovals represent TFs. Figure adapted from Carl and Russell (in press).Table 1**Binding intervals found for each DamID dataset and genes annotated to intervalsABinding intervals (p \< 0.01)Binding intervals (p \< 0.05)***D. mel* D-Dam1753020848*D. mel* SoxN-Dam1783322952*D. sim* D-DamNA17833*D. sim* SoxN-DamNA17209*D. yak* D-Dam2198826563*D. pse* SoxN-DamNA2951**BTranslated binding intervalsOverlaps with** ***D. mel*** **binding intervals% of** ***D. mel*** **intervals overlapping% of non-** ***D. mel*** **intervals overlapping***D. sim* D-Dam161191164755.972.3*D. sim* SoxN-Dam151421189151.878.5*D. yak* D-Dam209641457369.969.5*D. pse* D-Dam202013016.2464.4**CGenes annotated to binding intervalsGenes common to Dichaete and SoxNDirect targets annotated to binding intervals***D. mel* D-Dam940084451173/1373 (85.4%)*D. mel* SoxN-Dam95288445434/544 (80.0%)*D. sim* D-Dam938375241111/1373 (80.9%)*D. sim* SoxN-Dam89487524412/544 (75.7%)*D. yak* D-Dam12192NA1249/1373 (91.0%)*D. pse* D-Dam1888NA407/1373 (29.6%)

Translating sequence reads from each non-*melanogaster* species to the *D. melanogaster* genome coordinates and calling binding intervals on the translated data showed that, while differences between species were observed, many binding intervals were conserved across the species (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}A-[2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}B). Additionally, and in agreement with our previous work, the Dichaete and SoxN binding profiles showed a high degree of concordance in both *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* \[[@CR51]\]. We used this translated binding data to assess the gene targets and genomic features associated with each dataset. Assigning each binding interval to a putative target gene identified approximately 9000--9500 genes associated with both Dichaete and SoxN binding in *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}C; Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). A high proportion of these genes are shared between Dichaete and SoxN in both species. Dichaete binding intervals in *D. yakuba* were associated with over 12,000 genes, while in *D. pseudoobscura* we identified 1888 associated genes. With the exception of the *D. pseudoobscura* data, each set of putative target genes contains a high percentage of previously identified Dichaete or SoxN direct target genes (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}C) \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\]. In line with previous studies of Dichaete and SoxN binding, all sets of target genes are highly enriched for specific Gene Ontology Biological Process (GO:BP) terms such as generation of neurons (p \< 1e-29) and regulation of transcription (p \< 1e-9) \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\] as well as higher level terms such as general organ and system development (p \< 1e-47) and biological regulation (p \< 1e-44) (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}). Notably, although there were many fewer Dichaete bound genes identified in *D. pseudoobscura*, these show strong enrichment for similar GO:BP terms, are strongly upregulated in the brain and larval CNS, and are highly associated with publications describing genes involved in the neural stem cell transcriptional network (p \< 1e-25), all of which are hallmarks of known Dichaete functions \[[@CR50],[@CR64],[@CR67]\]. We also used the translated binding data to determine the location of binding intervals with respect to transcription start sites. In broad agreement with our previous work \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\], we found similar distributions in each species: approximately 65% of binding intervals overlap introns, with the remainder mostly mapping in the proximity of promoters and a minority within intergenic regions (Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2G). Interestingly, the binding intervals mapping to introns showed enrichment for first introns (p \< 2.2e-16; Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}), although introns of all ranks are bound; this effect is strongest for Dichaete-Dam in *D. pseudoobscura* despite the low numbers of binding intervals in that dataset.Figure 2Results of comparative DamID for Dichaete and SoxN. (**A**) Dichaete-Dam binding profiles plotted on the *D. melanogaster* genome showing translated reads mapping to an orthologous region in four species. Three biological replicates from each species are shown. All read libraries were scaled to a total size of 1 million reads for visualization purposes, but were not normalised to the control. The y-axes of all tracks range from 0--50 reads. (**B**) SoxN-Dam binding profiles plotted on the *D. melanogaster* genome showing translated reads mapping to an orthologous region in two species. Three biological replicates from each species are shown. All read libraries were scaled to a total size of 1 million reads for visualization purposes, but were not normalised to the control. The y-axes of all tracks range from 0--50 reads. The same \~120-kb region of chromosome 2 L is shown in (**A**) and (**B**). (**C**) Overlaps between *D. melanogaster* Sox DamID binding intervals and known CRMs from REDFly and FlyLight at the *decapentaplegic (dpp)* locus. Binding profiles represent the normalised log2 fold changes between Sox fusion binding and Dam-only control binding in each GATC fragment. (**D**) *De novo* Sox motifs discovered in DamID binding intervals. Motifs discovered in Dichaete intervals in each species show a preference for T in the fourth position of the core CAAAG motif, while those discovered in SoxN intervals in each species show a preference for A. Abbreviations: *mel*, *Drosophila melanogaster; sim, Drosophila simulans; yak, Drosophila yakuba; pse, Drosophila pseudoobscura.*

We performed searches for known and *de novo* binding motifs with the binding intervals in each original genome to identify any differences in preferential motif usage between species or TFs. The known motif searches uncovered highly significant matches to vertebrate Sox2, Sox3 and Sox6 motifs. *De novo* searches found a significantly enriched motif matching the consensus Sox motif in each dataset (p \< = 1e-20), which correspond well to motifs discovered in our previous Dichaete and SoxN studies \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\] (Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}). Of particular interest, we found that the Sox motifs identified in the Dichaete binding intervals of each species differed from those found for SoxN (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). The primary difference is in the fourth position of the core CAAAG motif, which shows a stronger preference for T in the Dichaete intervals and for A in the SoxN-Dam intervals from each species. Although it is not known whether these differences in Sox motifs found in Dichaete and SoxN binding intervals are responsible for different functions of the two TFs, it is striking that the same patterns appear independently in the genomes of multiple species. In addition, we found a set of motifs associated with a broader array of TFs: in the case of Dichaete these include known interaction partners Ventral veins lacking (Vvl) and Nubbin (Nub) as well as the early segmentation factors Knirps (Kni) and Runt (Run).

Finally, we examined the overlap between group B Sox binding intervals and known *cis*-regulatory modules (CRMs) by comparing our *D. melanogaster* data with annotated CRMs from the REDFly and FlyLight databases a recent STARR-seq assay identifying active enhancers \[[@CR84]-[@CR86]\]. Both Dichaete and SoxN show high overlap with CRMs from all three sources, with a high proportion of CRMs overlapping both Dichaete and SoxN binding intervals (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The highest overlap was found with the REDFly database (\~60% of CRMs); while the FlyLight and STARR-seq data showed slightly lower overlap, in the case of FlyLight we found higher overlap with CNS specific CRMs. We examined whether binding intervals overlapping with CRMs were enriched for specific genomic features such as promoters or introns but found that the distribution of genomic feature annotations reflected the overall distribution of all CRMs in each database. Although the intervals mapped with DamID do not correspond directly to enhancer elements, in many cases visual inspection reveals a very good correlation between annotated CRMs and peaks of DamID binding (e.g. *dpp*, Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). Together with the gene and genomic feature annotations, these observations support the emerging view that Dichaete and SoxN work together to regulate a large set of genes involved in CNS development through binding at known CRMs, with a preference for intronic binding \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\], and suggest that the overall roles of these group B Sox proteins have not changed significantly during the evolution of the drosophilids analysed here.Table 2**Overlaps between Sox binding intervals and known CRMsDatasetCRMs in datasetCRMs overlapping Dichaete bindingCRMs overlapping SoxN bindingCRMs overlapping Dichaete and SoxN binding**REDFly18641152 (61.8%)1130 (60.6%)1108 (59.4%)FlyLight71132999 (42.2%)2784 (39.1%)2691 (37.8%)FlyLight CNS47272077 (44.0%)1935 (41.0%)1857 (39.3%)STARR-seq S223251092 (47.0%)951 (40.9%)912 (39.2%)STARR-seq OSC33411144 (34.2%)1061 (31.8%)973 (29.1%)

Turnover of Dichaete binding sites during evolution {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------

In order to examine the patterns of group B Sox binding conservation and turnover during evolution, we focused our analysis on the Dichaete-Dam binding data in *D. melanogaster*, *D. simulans* and *D. yakuba*. While the overlap in target genes between these three species is high, we found widespread turnover in the orthologous locations of binding intervals. Indeed, out of all 26,117 Dichaete binding intervals identified across the three species, the major fraction (47%) are present in only one species, with smaller proportions present at orthologous locations in two (23%) or all three (30%) species (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Clustering all Dichaete-Dam replicates by binding affinity scores reveals that the three biological replicates from each species cluster tightly (Pearson's correlation coefficients from 0.92-0.99, Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B), but replicates from different species also show very good correlations (PCC = 0.64-0.74). A principal component analysis (PCA) on the normalised binding affinity scores in all bound intervals revealed that the first principal component, which represents the majority of the variation among samples, separates *D. yakuba* from *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*, while the second principal component separates *D. melanogaster* from the other two species. This pattern is consistent with the expectation that most individual binding sites experience neutral evolution along the *Drosophila* phylogeny, as an increasing proportion of the variation among samples separates increasingly distant species.Figure 3Three-way comparison of Dichaete binding. (**A**) Pie chart showing the percentage of all Dichaete binding intervals identified that are present in one species (47%), two species (23%) or all three species (30%). (**B**) Heatmap showing all biological replicates of Dichaete-Dam samples in *D. melanogaster, D. simulans* and *D. yakuba* clustered by binding affinity score (log of normalised read counts) within bound intervals. The color key and histogram shows the distribution of correlation coefficients for affinity scores between each pair of samples. Darker green corresponds to a higher correlation between samples, while lighter green corresponds to a lower correlation. Biological replicates from each species cluster strongly together, though good correlations are seen even between species. (**C**) Plot of principal component analysis (PCA) of Dichaete-Dam binding affinity scores in bound intervals in *D. melanogaster*, *D. simulans* and *D. yakuba*. The first principal component (x-axis) separates *D. yakuba* from the other two species, while the second principal component (y-axis) separates *D. melanogaster* from *D. simulans* and *D. yakuba*.

We employed DiffBind \[[@CR87]\] to perform a differential enrichment analysis, comparing Dichaete-Dam binding profiles between two species for each binding interval, identifying binding intervals that showed significant quantitative differences between each pair of species \[[@CR87]\]. For comparisons between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* or *D. yakuba*, we found approximately equal numbers of preferentially bound intervals in each species (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}A-B). In agreement with the PCA plot, 8880 differentially bound intervals were identified between *D. melanogaster* and *D. yakuba* at FDR1, while only 5044 were identified between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*, indicating a greater amount of quantitative binding divergence between *D. melanogaster* and *D. yakuba*. Again, this finding shows that divergence in binding follows the known *Drosophila* phylogeny and suggests a molecular clock mechanism for Dichaete binding site turnover, as has been proposed for other TFs in *Drosophila* \[[@CR77]\]. Interestingly, the proportion of differentially bound intervals that are present in both species but show quantitative changes in binding strength, as opposed to those that are qualitatively absent in one species, also increases with phylogenetic distance, from 58.0% between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* to 63.7% between *D. melanogaster* and *D. yakuba*. This also represents an increase in the percentage of the total *D. melanogaster* Dichaete binding intervals that quantitatively change in another species, from 9.6% in *D. simulans* to 20.4% in *D. yakuba*.Figure 4Pairwise analysis of Dichaete binding site turnover. (**A**) Quantitative differences in Dichaete binding between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. MA plot shows binding intervals that are preferentially bound in *D. melanogaster* (pink, fold change \> 0) or *D. simulans* (pink, fold change \< 0) at FDR1. Heatmap shows differentially bound Dichaete-Dam intervals between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* clustered by binding affinity scores. The color key and histogram shows the distribution of binding affinity scores (log of normalised read counts) in all bound intervals in each sample. Darker green corresponds to higher affinity scores or stronger binding, while lighter green corresponds to lower affinity scores or weaker binding. Roughly equal numbers of intervals are preferentially bound in each species. (**B**) Quantitative differences in Dichaete binding between *D. melanogaster* and *D. yakuba*. MA plot shows binding intervals that are preferentially bound in *D. melanogaster* (pink, fold change \> 0) or *D. yakuba* (pink, fold change \< 0) at FDR1. Heatmap shows differentially bound Dichaete-Dam intervals between *D. melanogaster* and *D. yakuba* clustered by binding affinity scores. The color key and histogram are as in (**A**). Again, rough equal numbers of intervals are preferentially bound in each species, although more differentially bound intervals are identified overall. (**C**) Example of Dichaete binding site turnover between *D. melanogaster* (blue) and *D. yakuba* (orange) at the *reduced ocelli* (*rdo*) locus. Binding profiles represent the normalised log2 fold changes between Dichaete-Dam binding and Dam-only control binding in each GATC fragment. Bars represent bound intervals identified at FDR5. Bound intervals that are positionally conserved are not shown. Strong binding is observed in the third, fourth and eleventh introns in *D. yakuba*; these binding events are lost in *D. melanogaster*, but several binding intervals are gained in the first and fourth introns.

Under balancing selection it is proposed that, as the frequency of conserved binding events at orthologous positions decreases between more distantly related species, new binding events at the same gene loci should evolve to maintain the same level of gene expression. This is often referred to as binding site turnover or compensatory evolution \[[@CR19],[@CR76],[@CR77],[@CR84]\]. In order to detect such events, we considered the set of Dichaete binding intervals in one species that do not overlap with any interval in a pairwise comparison with each other species, as well as the genes to which they are annotated. Binding intervals annotated to the same gene but which do not overlap in orthologous position were considered instances of compensatory evolution. We found instances of binding site turnover between D. melanogaster and D. simulans at 2457 genes, and between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba at 2806 genes; an example of turnover between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba at the *rdo* locus is shown in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}C. We were curious as to whether these compensatory binding sites are located within CRMs that are active in both species or whether they arise in conjunction with the appearance of new functional CRMs. To address this, we utilised data from STARR-seq assays performed in *D. yakuba* and *D. melanogaster* where it is estimated that 19% of active *D. melanogaster* CRMs show compensatory conservation relative to *D. yakuba* CRMs \[[@CR84]\]. In order to take a broad view of Sox binding at CRMs, we re-analysed the low-stringency STARR-seq data and identified 21105 *D. melanogaster* CRMs active in S2 cells that show compensatory conservation relative to *D. yakuba* and 22444 that show compensatory conservation relative to *D. melanogaster*. In ovarian somatic cells (OSCs), we found 12843 *D. melanogaster* CRMs and 20207 *D. yakuba* CRMs that show compensatory conservation. In *D. melanogaster*, only 53 S2 cell and 105 OSC compensatory CRMs contain Dichaete binding intervals that are also compensatory relative to *D. yakuba*, while in *D. yakuba*, only 90 S2 and 157 OSC compensatory CRMs contain Dichaete binding intervals that are also compensatory relative to *D. melanogaster*. This observation strongly suggests that the majority of Dichaete binding site turnover events happen in active CRMs that are functionally and positionally conserved in both species.

Binding conservation and regulatory function {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------

Focusing on the Dichaete binding intervals that are positionally conserved between species, we assessed whether this type of conservation is enriched at certain classes of functional sites, such as known CRMs or Dichaete target genes. Such an enrichment has previously been found for other TFs in Drosophila, including the AP factors Bcd, Hb, Kr, Gt, Kni and Cad \[[@CR76]\] and the mesoderm regulator Twi \[[@CR77]\]. We first examined Dichaete binding intervals associated with REDFly and FlyLight CRMs \[[@CR85],[@CR86]\] and found that 64.4% of Dichaete binding intervals associated with a REDFly CRM are conserved in all three species, compared to only 44.8% of binding intervals that are not at REDFly CRMs (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Conversely, only 9.6% of Dichaete intervals at REDFly CRMs are unique to *D. melanogaster*, while 27.6% of those that are outside REDFly CRMs are unique (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3). Similar results were found for binding intervals within FlyLight enhancers. Overall, being located at a known CRM has a highly significant effect on Dichaete binding interval conservation (REDFly: χ^2^ = 161.9, d.f. -- 3, p = 7.06e-35; FlyLight: χ^2^ = 177.3, d.f. = 3, p-value = 3.38e-38). We also analysed this effect on two-way conservation of SoxN binding intervals between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*, again finding that CRM-associated binding is significantly more likely to be conserved between species (REDFly: χ^2^ = 323.6, d.f. = 1, p = 2.40e-72; FlyLight: χ^2^ = 46.95, d.f. = 1, p = 7.27e-12). The strong increase in rates of conservation observed for group B Sox binding intervals within CRMs suggests that these binding sites are likely to be under balancing selection to maintain their effect on gene regulation and is consistent with the important regulatory functions of Dichaete and SoxN \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\].Table 3**Conservation of Sox binding intervals at functional sitesFactorConditionPercent of binding intervals conservedPercent of binding intervals unique to** ***D. mel***DichaeteREDFly64.4%9.6%Not REDFly44.8%27.6%SoxNREDFly79.0%21.0%Not REDFly46.5%53.5%DichaeteFlyLight54.7%16.7%Not FlyLight44.2%28.6%SoxNFlyLight65.3%34.7%Not FlyLight45.1%54.9%DichaeteCore interval70.4%7.7%Not core interval38.5%32.4%SoxNCore interval75.7%24.3%Not core interval44.7%55.3%DichaeteDirect target53.7%20.4%Not direct target43.1%29.0%SoxNDirect target53.3%47.6%Not direct target47.3%52.7%

Our previous experiments identified *D. melanogaster* Dichaete and SoxN direct target genes and high-confidence binding intervals supported by both ChIP and DamID data, which we termed "core intervals" \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\]. Given that Dichaete and SoxN binding intervals in known CRMs are preferentially conserved, indicating a link between functional binding and conservation, we asked whether they are also highly conserved at core intervals and direct target genes. The *D. melanogaster* FDR1 Dichaete-Dam intervals identified in this study show a greater overlap with core Dichaete intervals than the FDR1 SoxN-Dam intervals do with SoxN core intervals. However, for both TFs, DamID binding intervals that overlap a core interval are significantly more likely to be conserved than those that do not (Dichaete: χ^2^ = 1408.6, d.f. = 3, p = 4.10e-305; SoxN: χ^2^ = 733.1, d.f. = 1, p-value = 1.90e-161) (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4). For both TFs, this effect is even stronger than that of being located within a known CRM. Although core binding intervals do not necessarily represent direct regulation of target genes, as measured by gene expression assays, these data show that they are nonetheless subject to evolutionary constraint and are likely to be functionally important. Interestingly, we found that for both Dichaete and SoxN, association with a direct target gene has less of an effect on binding interval conservation than being located at a core interval (Dichaete: χ^2^ = 57.3, d.f. = 3, p = 2.3e-12; SoxN: χ^2^ = 17.2, d.f. = 1, p = 3.4e-5) (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4). This is not as surprising as it may first seem since direct targets are identified by expression changes in mutant embryos, and it is clear that Dichaete and SoxN can functionally compensate for each other's loss, masking significant expression changes at some targets. In addition, in many cases, multiple binding intervals are annotated to the same target gene, and these are unlikely to be equally functional. For example, some may represent shadow enhancers and may therefore be less constrained by natural selection \[[@CR88],[@CR89]\]. The presence of these functionally less constrained binding intervals in our datasets is likely to reduce the overall rate of conservation observed for intervals annotated to direct target genes compared to those at core intervals, which are robustly detected by independent binding assays.

Sequence conservation of Sox motifs and binding intervals {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------

We used the reference genome sequence for each species to assess the contribution to binding conservation of sequence conservation within binding intervals and at TF-specific binding motifs. In order to examine the patterns of motif conservation in Dichaete binding intervals, we first identified all matches to the best *de novo* Sox motif discovered in each set of intervals \[[@CR90]\]. We did the same with control binding intervals that had been randomly shuffled to different locations in each genome \[[@CR91]\]. In all cases, significantly more Sox motifs were found in Dichaete binding intervals than in control intervals (p \< 4.03e-15, Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction). Focusing on Dichaete binding intervals, we compared intervals that are bound in all four species, including *D. pseudoobscura*, to those that are unique to *D. melanogaster*. The highly conserved intervals contain significantly more Sox motifs on average (mean = 4.53) than the binding intervals unique to *D. melanogaster* (mean = 1.29, p = 3.03e-193, Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction), showing that the presence and number of Sox motifs is positively correlated with Dichaete binding conservation (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 5Density and conservation of Sox motifs are higher in Dichaete intervals with binding conservation. (**A**) On average, Dichaete binding intervals that are conserved between all four species ("4-way conserved") have more Sox motifs than intervals that are unique to *D. melanogaster* ("D. mel unique") (p = 3.03e-193). (**B**) Dichaete binding intervals that are conserved between all four species do not show an increased rate of total nucleotide conservation on average than intervals that are unique to *D. melanogaster*. (**C**) Sox motifs in Dichaete intervals that are bound in all four species ("4-way Sox") have a greater percentage of perfectly conserved nucleotides across all species than either Sox motifs in intervals that are unique to *D. melanogaster* ("D. mel Sox", p = 9.56e-36), randomly shuffled control motifs in intervals that are bound in all four species ("4-way control", p = 1.62e-43) or randomly shuffled control motifs in intervals that are unique to *D. melanogaster* ("D. mel control", p = 1.67e-9). (**D**) On average, Dichaete intervals that are bound in all four species have more Sox motifs that are both positionally conserved and show 100% nucleotide conservation across all species than intervals that are only bound in *D. melanogaster* (p = 6.04e-28). The multiple alignment illustrates a positionally conserved Sox motif with 100% nucleotide conservation (highlighted in purple).

Previous comparative ChIP-seq studies of TF binding in *Drosophila* have found that overall nucleotide conservation is not significantly elevated in binding intervals that are conserved between species \[[@CR76],[@CR77]\]. To determine whether this is also the case for our DamID data, we used PRANK, a phylogeny-aware aligner \[[@CR92],[@CR93]\], to create multiple alignments of high-confidence orthologous sequences from each species with Dichaete binding intervals showing four-way binding conservation and those showing unique *D. melanogaster* binding. These sequences should contain the regions of regulatory DNA to which Dichaete binds; however, they are also likely to contain flanking regions that are not functionally relevant. Not surprisingly, we did not detect a higher rate of nucleotide conservation in intervals showing four-way binding conservation compared to the unique *D. melanogaster* intervals; in fact, the uniquely-bound intervals show slightly, but significantly, greater sequence conservation across their entire lengths (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 2.34e-20) (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). We scanned the multiple alignments for matches to the *de novo* Sox motifs we identified and calculated the rates of nucleotide conservation specifically within these motifs \[[@CR94],[@CR95]\]. In contrast to the full binding interval sequences, Sox motifs within intervals showing four-way conservation show significantly higher rates of nucleotide conservation than those in intervals that are only bound in *D. melanogaster* (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 9.56e-36). As a further control, we randomly shuffled the Sox motifs to produce a set of motifs with the same GC content and length and searched for matches to each of them in the multiply aligned binding intervals. While the average rates of nucleotide conservation in matches to shuffled control motifs are slightly higher in intervals that display four-way binding conservation than in unique *D. melanogaster* intervals, Sox motifs in intervals with four-way binding conservation are significantly more highly conserved than control motifs in either set of intervals (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 1.63e-42 and p = 1.67e-9) (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}C).

We also searched for Sox motifs that were independently identified at the exact orthologous location in all four species (positionally conserved). We found that approximately 20% of Sox motifs in binding intervals showing four-way binding conservation are positionally conserved, as opposed to 16% of Sox motifs in intervals that are only bound in *D. melanogaster*, a significant difference (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 2.55e-24). A similar pattern holds for the subset of positionally conserved motifs that show complete sequence conservation between all four species (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). These perfectly conserved motifs make up approximately 15% of Sox motifs in intervals that show four-way binding conservation but only 12% of Sox motifs in intervals that are uniquely bound in *D. melanogaster*. Again, this difference in motif conservation is statistically significant (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 6.04e-28). Taken together, these results show that, while DamID intervals that are bound by Dichaete *in vivo* in multiple species are not more highly conserved on average than those that are only bound in one species, individual Sox motifs within those intervals are both more likely to retain orthologous positions and to accumulate fewer mutations during evolution. Since DamID binding intervals are generally wider than ChIP-seq intervals and are not necessarily centred around the true binding site, it can be more difficult to identify bound motifs in DamID intervals than in ChIP intervals \[[@CR96]\]. However, our findings highlight a link between *in vivo* Dichaete binding conservation and motif conservation, suggesting both functional importance of motif density and quality as well as a mechanism by which balancing selection at the sequence level could feed back to maintain functional binding events.

High conservation of common binding by Dichaete and SoxN {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------

Having observed that Dichaete binding shows a higher rate of conservation at functional sites such as known enhancers and core binding intervals, we asked whether a comparative approach could yield insights into the importance of common binding by Dichaete and SoxN. Previous studies have shown that Dichaete and SoxN show extensive binding similarity across the *D. melanogaster* genome and that in some cases they can compensate for each other's loss at the level of DNA binding \[[@CR51]\]. However, it is not known if widespread common binding has been retained throughout *Drosophila* evolution or its functional importance relative to unique binding by each TF. To address these questions, we turned to the Dichaete-Dam and SoxN-Dam data generated in *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*, first taking a qualitative approach to assess common and unique binding. Extensive common binding by Dichaete and SoxN was observed in both species, although, somewhat surprisingly, it represented a greater proportion of all binding events in *D. melanogaster* than in *D. simulans* (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). Nonetheless, the single largest category of binding intervals we identified were those commonly bound by Dichaete and SoxN in both species (7415 intervals).Figure 6Preferential conservation of common binding by Dichaete and SoxN. (**A**). Venn diagram showing all Dichaete and SoxN binding intervals identified in *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The single largest category (7415 intervals) consists of commonly bound, conserved binding intervals. (**B**). Bar plots showing that commonly bound intervals are more likely to be conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* than intervals uniquely bound by either Dichaete or SoxN. The difference in conservation rates is highly significant for both *D. melanogaster* intervals (top, p \< 2.2e-16 \[approaches 0\]) and *D. simulans* intervals (bottom, p \< 2.2e-16 \[approaches 0\]). (**C**) MA plot showing binding intervals that are differentially bound between Dichaete (pink, fold change \> 0) and SoxN (pink, fold change \< 0) in both *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. Fewer quantitative differences in binding are detected between the two TFs than between the binding profiles of one TF in two species. (**D**) Enriched motifs identified in intervals that are uniquely bound by SoxN or Dichaete in both *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. A motif matching Ultraspiracle (Usp), a TF involved in axon pathfinding, was found in unique SoxN intervals, while a motif matching Brachyenteron (Byn), a TF critical for hindgut development, was found in unique Dichaete intervals.

Not only were there a large number of binding intervals commonly bound in both species, intervals that are commonly bound in either species are significantly more likely to be conserved than intervals bound uniquely by one Sox protein (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). Out of all the intervals identified in *D. melanogaster* that are commonly bound by Dichaete and SoxN, 76.5% show binding conservation in *D. simulans*. In contrast, only 40.1% of uniquely bound Dichaete intervals are conserved in *D. simulans*, and 33.7% of uniquely bound SoxN intervals are conserved (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}), a highly significant difference between common and unique binding (χ^2^ = 3398.3, d.f. = 2, p \< 2.2e-16 \[approaches 0\]). Performing the same analysis on the binding intervals identified in *D. simulans* reveals an even more striking effect, with 94.1% of commonly bound intervals showing binding conservation in *D. melanogaster*. Again, the difference in conservation rates between commonly and uniquely bound intervals is highly significant (χ^2^ = 2488.9, d.f. = 2, p \< 2.2e-16 \[approaches 0\]). This effect is stronger than any of the previously examined functional categories, including known enhancers and core intervals.Table 4**Conservation of common and unique binding by Dichaete and SoxNSpeciesBinding patternPercent of binding intervals conservedPercent of binding intervals not conserved***D. melanogaster*Common76.5%23.5%Dichaete unique40.1%59.9%SoxN unique33.7%66.3%*D. simulans*Common94.1%5.9%Dichaete unique62.8%37.2%SoxN unique70.1%29.9%

Assigning these conserved, commonly bound intervals to putative target genes resulted in the identification of 5966 conserved, common group B Sox targets in *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* (Additional file [9](#MOESM9){ref-type="media"}). These genes have a profile that is consistent with the known picture of group B Sox function. They are primarily upregulated in the developing CNS and are enriched for GO:BP terms related to biological regulation (p = 1.48e-49), system development (p = 2.86e-37), generation of neurons (p = 4.55e-31) and neuron differentiation (p = 4.92e-28) (Additional file [10](#MOESM10){ref-type="media"}). This suggests that many important functions of Dichaete and SoxN in the fly are achieved through regulation of genes at which both proteins can and do bind, and that this common, potentially redundant binding is evolutionarily conserved. To examine the conservation of these conserved, common group B targets on an expanded evolutionary scale, we compared them with the targets of the mouse group B Sox proteins Sox2 and Sox3 and the group C Sox protein Sox11 (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). We mapped the targets of each of these proteins in neural precursor cells (NPCs), \[[@CR29]\] to their *D. melanogaster* orthologues, resulting in a list of 1301 orthologues of Sox2 targets, 4213 orthologues of Sox3 targets and 1485 orthologues of Sox11 targets. Between 40-45% of the targets of each mouse Sox protein have conserved orthologues that are commonly bound by Dichaete and SoxN in the *Drosophila* genome, which is consistent with similar comparisons previously made between mouse Sox2 targets and targets of Dichaete and SoxN separately \[[@CR51],[@CR67]\]. Interestingly, roughly twice as many orthologues were found to be shared between Sox11 and SoxN alone as between Sox11 and the common targets of Dichaete and SoxN. This supports our previous suggestion that, while Dichaete and SoxN may contribute equally to homologous mammalian group B1 Sox functions, SoxN has evolved to take on a large part of the neural differentiation functions attributed to Sox11 independently of Dichaete. Overall, there is a high overlap between targets of mouse group B and C Sox proteins in the mammalian CNS and common, conserved targets of Dichaete and SoxN in the fly, supporting the deep evolutionary conservation of Sox functions in the CNS.Table 5**Overlap between targets of mouse Sox proteins and common or core Dichaete and SoxN targetsMouse proteinOrthologues of mouse targets in** ***D. melanogaster*Overlap with common Dichaete/SoxN targetsOverlap with core SoxN targetsOverlap with core Dichaete targets**Sox21301589443522Sox34213173011341590Sox1114855951092610Core targets were identified in multiple independent *in vivo* binding profiles in *D. melanogaster*.

While Dichaete and SoxN commonly bind the majority of conserved binding intervals, we also identified intervals that are uniquely bound by each TF in both species. We used DiffBind \[[@CR87]\] to analyse quantitative differences in Dichaete and SoxN binding in both *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. We detected 1257 binding intervals that are differentially bound between Dichaete and SoxN in both species (FDR1), with a greater number of intervals being preferentially bound by Dichaete (778) than SoxN (479) (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). This is a considerably smaller difference than was seen when comparing Dichaete or SoxN binding between species, meaning that the binding profiles of these two paralogous TFs are less differentiated than the binding profiles of either Dichaete or SoxN in the genomes of two different species. We assigned both the preferentially bound intervals and the qualitatively uniquely bound intervals to target genes. This resulted in a set of 925 preferential Dichaete targets and 526 preferential SoxN targets, with 54 overlapping genes, and a set of 381 unique Dichaete targets and 361 unique SoxN targets, with only 14 overlapping genes (Additional files [11](#MOESM11){ref-type="media"} and [12](#MOESM12){ref-type="media"}).

Although the preferential and unique targets of each TF are not identical, they share some properties that can shed light on the unique functions of each protein. In both cases, while the two sets of genes have similar enrichments in terms of GO:BP terms, including terms related to morphogenesis, development, neuron differentiation and biological regulation (Additional files [13](#MOESM13){ref-type="media"} and [14](#MOESM14){ref-type="media"}), their spatial expression patterns according to FlyAtlas show different profiles. Both unique and preferential targets of SoxN are primarily upregulated in the larval CNS. The SoxN preferential target genes are enriched in the Reactome pathway *Role of Abl in Robo-Slit* signalling, an important pathway in axon guidance. Additionally, a *de novo* motif search in the uniquely bound SoxN intervals uncovered a motif corresponding to Ultraspiracle (Usp), a TF involved in several aspects of neuron morphogenesis \[[@CR97],[@CR98]\]. SoxN has been shown to be involved in the later aspects of CNS development, including axon pathfinding \[[@CR51],[@CR62]\], and its direct targets show high overlap with orthologous targets of mouse Sox11, which is active in post-mitotic, differentiating neurons \[[@CR29]\]. Our results suggest that these functions may define the primary unique role of SoxN. On the other hand, Dichaete preferential and unique targets are upregulated in a wider range of tissues, including the brain, head, larval CNS, crop, eye, hindgut and thoracicoabdominal ganglion. Dichaete has previously been shown to be expressed and play a regulatory role in both the embryonic hindgut and brain \[[@CR63],[@CR67]\]. One of the top *de novo* motifs identified in the uniquely bound Dichaete intervals corresponds to Brachyenteron (Byn), a TF that is critical for the development of the hindgut \[[@CR99],[@CR100]\]. These results suggest that, while Dichaete and SoxN have many similar functions during development, key differences in their roles and target genes may be determined by differences in their own expression patterns, a signature of neofunctionalisation.

Our analysis of the genome-wide *in vivo* binding patterns of two group B Sox proteins in a comparative evolutionary context demonstrates a high degree of conservation in group B Sox function in the *Drosophila* species studied while identifying numerous instances of binding site turnover. In agreement with studies of other TFs in *Drosophila*, the amount of Dichaete binding site turnover between species and quantitative divergence in binding strength increases with phylogenetic distance \[[@CR76],[@CR77],[@CR79]\]. However, we have also identified functional categories of sites which display significantly higher conservation than the background level, including binding intervals in known CRMs, binding intervals that have previously been identified as core intervals and intervals where both Dichaete and SoxN bind together. A two-way analysis of Dichaete and SoxN binding in two species of *Drosophila* reveals that the majority of conserved intervals are commonly bound by both TFs, leading us to identify a list of conserved, common group B Sox targets, while an analysis of uniquely bound conserved intervals provides indications as to the features that differentiate Dichaete and SoxN functions during development. Our results emphasize the fact that common, potentially redundant binding by Dichaete and SoxN has been specifically conserved during *Drosophila* evolution.

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

In this study, we have expanded upon our previous work identifying binding targets of Dichaete and SoxN in *D. melanogaster* to examine the evolutionary dynamics of group B Sox binding patterns in multiple species of *Drosophila*. Our analysis of Dichaete binding in four species showed high overall conservation in terms of target genes and genomic features associated with binding, but also uncovered extensive turnover in individual binding events. At the sequence level, we identified highly enriched Sox motifs in all sets of binding intervals that showed both density and nucleotide conservation rates correlated with binding conservation. To address the widespread common binding observed between Dichaete and SoxN, we performed a two-way comparison of the binding patterns of both TFs in two species, *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. We observed that common binding is preferentially conserved between species in comparison to binding by a single factor alone, suggesting that Dichaete and SoxN's ability to bind to the same loci is an important feature of their developmental functions. In addition, a large number of commonly bound targets are conserved, orthologous targets of group B Sox proteins in the mouse, particularly Sox2 and Sox3, which also show co-expression and functional redundancy in the developing CNS, raising the possibility of a deeply-conserved role for compensation among Sox group co-members.

We found a number of patterns in our three-way evolutionary analysis of Dichaete binding in *D. melanogaster, D. simulans* and *D. yakuba*. Normalizing the read counts from all samples together allowed us to reduce the effects of comparing separately thresholded datasets, which can lead to an underestimate of similarity. When we counted the divergent binding intervals between species, we found that the number of differences increases with the phylogenetic distance of the species being compared. A similar pattern was found in the correlations between binding profiles across all bound regions, with samples from more closely related species having higher correlations. These correlations, ranging from 0.62 -- 0.72, are in line with the correlations between AP factor binding profiles in *D. melanogaster* and *D. yakuba*, which range from 0.57 for Cad to 0.75 for Kr \[[@CR76]\]. We also identified instances of binding site turnover at individual gene loci, which could potentially represent compensatory gains and losses maintaining target gene expression levels during evolution. This mode of regulatory evolution appears to be important for Dichaete, as we found that in all pairwise comparisons, the majority of binding intervals that were not positionally conserved in one species had at least one binding interval present at a different position within the same locus in the other species. Interestingly, very few of these turnover events happened in CRMs that also displayed turnover between species \[[@CR84]\], suggesting fluidity in individual binding site locations within relatively stable blocks of regulatory DNA \[[@CR101]\]. Nonetheless, binding intervals associated with annotated CRMs from FlyLight or REDFly display a higher rate of conservation than those located outside of CRMs altogether, which highlights their functional role.

If balancing selection has worked to maintain functional binding events during *Drosophila* evolution, then one would expect to find selective constraint on the nucleotide sequence within binding intervals. Indeed, given the design of our DamID experiments, in which we expressed fusion proteins containing the *D. melanogaster* group B Sox sequences in each species, any differences in binding should be attributable to differences in the genome sequence or nuclear environment of each species, rather than to the Sox proteins themselves. Previous comparative studies using ChIP-seq have found that overall nucleotide conservation is not significantly elevated in conserved binding intervals \[[@CR76],[@CR77]\], and our findings agree with this observation. However, we did find significant correlations between binding conservation and Sox motif content in intervals. Conserved binding intervals have more matches to Sox motifs on average than non-conserved intervals or randomly chosen control intervals, indicating that an increased motif density may contribute to functional binding by group B Sox proteins and be an important facet in binding conservation. Conserved binding intervals also contain more Sox motifs that are positionally conserved across species and that show complete nucleotide conservation than non-conserved intervals. Additionally, Sox motifs within conserved intervals have a higher percentage of conserved nucleotides across all four species than those in non-conserved intervals or randomly shuffled control motifs. While we cannot determine from these data whether the presence of high-quality Sox motifs causes functional binding or whether functional binding leads to selective pressure to maintain Sox motifs, our results suggest that a feedback loop might operate between these two conditions, leading to the observed correlation between highly conserved motif matches and *in vivo* binding conservation.

One of the most perplexing aspects of group B Sox biology in both insects and vertebrates is their extensive co-expression, apparent functional redundancy and widespread common binding patterns. While we have previously described broad common binding as well as specific examples of binding compensation between Dichaete and SoxN in *D. melanogaster*, the functional and evolutionary significance of these patterns have remained unclear. Here we have found a clear preferential conservation of commonly bound intervals between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. These two species of *Drosophila* are closely related, showing a high amount of synteny and a level of divergence equivalent to that between human and the rhesus macaque, as measured by substitutions per neutral site \[[@CR102],[@CR103]\]. In agreement with previous studies, the rates of binding divergence for both Dichaete and SoxN between *Drosophila* species are lower than those for TFs in vertebrate species at comparable evolutionary distances \[[@CR20],[@CR81]\]. Nonetheless, despite the overall high level of binding conservation, the increase in conservation at commonly bound sites compared to uniquely bound sites, with 94% of commonly-bound *D. simulans* sites being conserved in *D. melanogaster*, is striking and highly significant. We expect that a comparison of group B Sox binding patterns in more distantly related *Drosophila* species will reveal even greater differences.

Integrating *in vivo* binding data from two species allowed us to identify a set of orthologous binding intervals that are consistently bound by both Dichaete and SoxN across genomes and nuclear environments. Many of the target genes associated with these intervals are deeply conserved group B Sox targets. Comparing these target genes with the targets of mouse Sox2, Sox3 and Sox11 in the CNS revealed that the common, conserved targets of Dichaete and SoxN show greater overlap with both Sox2 and Sox3 targets than either SoxN or Dichaete targets alone. On the other hand, the targets of Sox11, a group C Sox protein, show greater overlap with SoxN targets than with either Dichaete or common targets in the fly. Taken together, these data suggest that common binding is an important feature of group B Sox function and that the roles played by Dichaete and SoxN through common binding are representative of ancient roles for group B Sox proteins that are conserved from insects to vertebrates.

The reasons for maintaining two paralogous TFs with such highly overlapping binding patterns and many compensatory functions during evolution remain unclear. One hypothesis is that conserved common binding is necessary to provide robustness to regulatory networks during critical stages of early neural development \[[@CR51],[@CR73],[@CR104],[@CR105]\]. However, common, conserved targets of Dichaete and SoxN include both genes where the two TFs have been shown to demonstrate functional compensation, such as the homeodomain DV-patterning genes *intermediate neuroblasts defective (ind)* and *ventral nervous system defective (vnd)*, as well as genes where they show at least some opposite regulatory effects, such as the proneural genes *achaete (ac)* and *lethal of scute (l'sc)* or *prospero (pros)*, a TF involved in neuroblast differentiation \[[@CR51],[@CR66],[@CR67]\]. In addition to directly regulating the expression of target genes, Sox proteins can also induce DNA bending, potentially altering the local chromatin environment and creating indirect effects on gene expression by bringing other regulatory factors together \[[@CR106]-[@CR108]\]; such an architectural role might be more easily performed by multiple family members than target-specific functions. These observations suggest a complex functional relationship between group B Sox family members in flies, including both functional compensation and balanced, opposing effects at certain loci, both of which are evolutionarily conserved. The high overlap in the regulatory networks influenced by Dichaete and SoxN \[[@CR51]\] might itself lead to selective constraint on binding sites, as mutations affecting sites that can be functionally bound by both TFs would have a greater disruptive effect. This is consistent with the highly conserved DNA-binding domains found in paralogous group B Sox proteins.

A model of strong selection to maintain common binding between Dichaete and SoxN can also explain the types of neofunctionalisations that they have acquired. At the sequence level, the majority of the diversification between *Dichaete* and *SoxN* can be found in regions outside of the HMG domain, which could drive interactions with specific binding partners, and in each gene's regulatory regions, which determine where they are uniquely or co-expressed \[[@CR45]\]. Although they show extensive overlapping expression in the developing CNS, Dichaete and SoxN are also expressed in specific domains in the embryo; Dichaete shows unique expression in the midline, brain and hindgut, while SoxN is expressed uniquely in the lateral column of the neuroectoderm and in a specific pattern in the epidermis at later stages \[[@CR50],[@CR55],[@CR63],[@CR109]\]. The functional signatures of target genes that we found to be uniquely bound and evolutionarily conserved, including both spatial expression patterns and enriched motifs corresponding to potential cofactors, point to these domain-specific roles. Although changes in target specificity due to binding with cofactors has not been demonstrated for Sox proteins in *Drosophila*, it is a well-characterized phenomenon for the Hox family of TFs \[[@CR11],[@CR110],[@CR111]\]. Dichaete has previously been shown to bind together with Ventral veins lacking (Vvl) in the midline \[[@CR50],[@CR56]\]; we have identified an enriched motif for the hindgut-specific factor Byn in uniquely bound, conserved Dichaete intervals, which may represent a similar interaction.

Unlike vertebrate group B Sox proteins, which can be split into two subgroups with largely specialised regulatory functions, Dichaete and SoxN appear to act as partially redundant activators at a large set of common target genes and to oppose each other's activity at a smaller set of targets. In addition, each protein uniquely regulates smaller subsets of genes, both positively and negatively, in specific tissues \[[@CR51]\]. These differences reflect the independent evolutionary trajectories of group B *Sox* genes in vertebrates and insects, which are still not fully resolved \[[@CR45],[@CR60]\]. However, given the broad patterns of co-expression and functional redundancy observed between co-members of various Sox families across the Sox phylogeny \[[@CR27],[@CR31],[@CR32],[@CR37]-[@CR43],[@CR49]\], it is logical to ask whether such partial redundancy is a shared ancestral feature or the result of convergent evolution. Two competing models for the evolution of group B *Sox* genes both propose at least one duplication event at the ancestral *SoxB* locus before the protostome/deuterostome split, either in tandem or as the result of a whole genome duplication \[[@CR60]\]. While the details of the group B *Sox* expansion are debated, it is possible that redundancy between the first group B *Sox* paralogues may have been retained throughout evolution, while later paralogues split into group B1 and B2 in vertebrates or acquired partial neofunctionalisations in insects. This model, combined with our data, suggests that the integrated action of multiple Sox proteins is an ancestral feature of CNS development that has been consistently selected for and that continues to be elaborated on and refined in different lineages.

Conclusions {#Sec9}
===========

The studies presented here have examined the *in vivo* binding of the *Drosophila* group B Sox proteins Dichaete and SoxN in an evolutionary context, focusing on a detailed analysis of the patterns of binding site turnover for Dichaete in four species and a multi-factor analysis of Dichaete and SoxN binding in two species. We show broad conservation of Dichaete and SoxN regulatory networks coupled with widespread binding divergence at a rate that is consistent with studies of other TFs in *Drosophila*. We demonstrate preferential binding conservation at functional sites, including known CRMs, as well as even stronger binding conservation at sites that are commonly bound by Dichaete and SoxN. The common, conserved binding intervals define a set of targets that also share deep orthology with targets of mouse group B Sox proteins, suggesting that they represent ancestral functions in the CNS. Finally, we propose a mode of group B Sox evolution whereby common binding and partial redundancy is specifically maintained, while individual paralogues acquire novel functions largely through changes to their own expression patterns and/or binding partners.

Methods {#Sec10}
=======

Fly husbandry and embryo collection {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------

The wild-type strains of the following *Drosophila* species were used in all experiments: *D. melanogaster w*^*1118*^*; D. simulans w*^*\[501\]*^ (reference strain - <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/200?genome_assembly_id=28534>); *D. yakuba* Cam-115 \[[@CR112]\]; *D. pseudoobscura pseudoobscura* (reference strain - <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/219?genome_assembly_id=28567>). *D. melanogaster, D. simulans* and *D. yakuba* stocks were kept at 25°C on standard cornmeal medium. *D. pseudoobscura* stocks were kept at 22.5°C at low humidity on banana-opuntia-malt medium (1000 ml water, 30 g yeast, 10 g agar, 20 ml Nipagin, 150 g mashed bananas, 50 g molasses, 30 g malt, 2.5 g opuntia powder). All embryo collections were performed at 25°C on grape juice agar plates supplemented with fresh yeast paste. Embryos were dechorionated for 3 minutes in 50% bleach and washed with water before snap-freezing in liquid nitrogen and storage at −80°C.

Generation of transgenic lines {#Sec12}
------------------------------

Three piggyBac vectors were created for DamID, containing a Dichaete-Dam construct, a SoxN-Dam construct or a Dam-only construct. The SoxN-Dam fusion protein coding sequence, along with upstream UAS sites, an *Hsp70* promoter and the *SV40* 5′ UTR, was cloned from an existing pUAST vector \[[@CR51]\]. The Dichaete-Dam fusion protein coding sequence, along with upstream UAS sites, an *Hsp70* promoter and the *kayak* 5′ UTR, was cloned from genomic DNA extracted from a *D. melanogaster* line carrying this construct \[[@CR113]\]. The Dam coding region, as well as upstream UAS sites, an *Hsp70* promoter and the *SV40* 5′ UTR, was directly excised from an existing pUAST vector (gift from T. Southall) using *Sph*I and *Stu*I. All inserts were first cloned into the pSLfa1180fa shuttle vector (gift from E. Wimmer) \[[@CR114]\] (SoxN-Dam: *Spe*I/*Stu*I, Dichaete-Dam: *Spe*I/*Avr*II, Dam: *Sph*I/*Stu*I). The inserts were then excised from the shuttle vectors using the octo-cutters *Fse*I and *Asc*I and cloned into the final pBac3xP3-EGFP vector (also from Ernst Wimmer). Plasmid DNA was microinjected into embryos from each species at a concentration of 0.6 μg/μl, together with a piggyBac helper plasmid at 0.4 μg/μl. All microinjections were performed by Sang Chan in the Department of Genetics injection facility, University of Cambridge. Surviving adults were backcrossed to *w; Sco/SM6a* males or virgin females for *D. melanogaster* or to males or virgin females from the parental line for the other species. F1 progeny were scored for eye-specific GFP expression, and *D. melanogaster* insertions were balanced over either *SM6a* or *TM6c*.

Isolation of DamID DNA and sequencing {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------

Embryos from the *Dichaete-Dam*, *SoxN-Dam* and *Dam-only* transgenic lines in each species were collected after overnight lays and DNA was isolated using minor modifications to the protocol of Vogel and colleagues \[[@CR96]\]. Three biological replicates were collected from each line, consisting of approximately 50--150 μl settled volume of embryos per replicate. To extract high-molecular weight genomic DNA, each aliquot of embryos was homogenized in a Dounce 15-ml homogenizer in 10 ml of homogenization buffer. 10 strokes were applied with pestle B, followed by 10 strokes with pestle A. The lysate was then spun for 10 minutes at 6000 g. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 10 ml homogenization buffer, then spun again for 10 minutes at 6000 g. The supernatant was again discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 3 ml homogenization buffer. 300 μl of 20% n-lauroyl sarcosine were added, and the samples were inverted several times to lyse the nuclei. The samples were treated with RNaseA followed by proteinase K at 37°C. They were then purified by two phenol-chloroform extractions and one chloroform extraction. Genomic DNA was precipitated by adding 2 volumes of EtOH and 0.1 volume of 3 M NaOAc, dried and resuspended in 50--150 μl TE buffer, depending on the starting amount of embryos.

30 μl of each DNA sample was digested for at least 2 hours with *Dpn*I at 37°C. To eliminate observed contamination from non-digested genomic DNA, 0.7 volumes of Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) were added to each sample to remove high-molecular weight DNA. 1.1 volumes of Agencourt AMPure XP beads were then added to recover all remaining DNA fragments, which were eluted in 30 μl TE buffer and then ligated to a double-stranded oligonucleotide adapter. If bands were observed in the PCR products, the ligation was repeated with adapters titrated to 1:2 or 1:4. Ligation products were digested with *Dpn*II to remove fragments with unmethylated GATC sequences and amplified by PCR, followed by purification via a phenol-chloroform extraction. The DNA was precipitated and resuspended in 50 μl TE buffer, then sonicated in order to reduce the average fragment size using a Covaris S2 sonicator with the following settings: intensity 5, duty cycle 10%, 200 cycles/burst, 300 seconds. The samples were purified using a QIAquick PCR Purification kit to remove small fragments. Sample concentrations were measured using a Qubit with the DNA High Sensitivity Assay (Life Technologies), and the size distributions of DNA fragments were measured using a 2100 Bioanalyzer with the High Sensitivity DNA kit and chips (Agilent). Samples were sent to BGI Tech Solutions (HongKong) Co., Ltd., for library construction using the standard ChIP-seq library protocol and were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq or HiSeq 2000. Libraries were multiplexed with 2 samples per run for the MiSeq and 9--12 samples per lane for the HiSeq. MiSeq libraries were run as 150-bp single-end reads, while HiSeq libraries were run as 50-bp single-end reads.

Sequencing data analysis {#Sec14}
------------------------

Cutadapt \[[@CR115]\] was used to trim DamID adapter sequences from both ends of reads. Trimmed reads were mapped against the following reference genomes using bowtie2 \[[@CR116]\] with the default settings: *D. melanogaster* April 2006 (UCSC dm3, BDGP) \[[@CR117],[@CR118]\], *D. simulans* April 2005 (UCSC droSim1, The Genome Institute at Washington University (WUSTL)) \[[@CR102]\], *D. yakuba* November 2005 (UCSC droYak2, The Genome Institute at WUSTL) \[[@CR102]\] and *D. pseudoobscura* November 2004 (UCSC dp3, Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center (BCM-HGSC)) \[[@CR102],[@CR119]\]. All reference genomes were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (<http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/downloads.html>). Mapped reads were sorted and indexed using SAMtools \[[@CR120]\].

For DamID data analysis, the position of every GATC site in each genome was determined using the HOMER utility scanMotifGenomeWide.pl (<http://homer.salk.edu/homer/index.html>) \[[@CR121]\]. For each sample, reads were extended to the average fragment length (200 bp) using the BEDTools slop utility. The number of extended reads overlapping each GATC fragment was then calculated using the BEDTools coverage utility \[[@CR91]\]. The resulting counts for each sample were collated to form a count table, consisting of one column for each fusion protein or Dam-only sample and one row for each GATC fragment. The count tables served as inputs to run DESeq2 (run in R version 3.1.0 using RStudio version 0.98), which was used to test for differential enrichment in the fusion protein samples versus the Dam-only samples at each GATC fragment \[[@CR122]\]. Fragments flagged as differentially enriched (log2 fold change \> 0 and adjusted p-value \< 0.05 or \< 0.01) were extracted, and neighbouring enriched fragments within 100 bp were merged to formed binding intervals. Binding intervals were scanned for *de novo* and known motifs using HOMER findMotifsGenome.pl \[[@CR121]\]. An overview of this pipeline can be found at <https://github.com/sarahhcarl/flychip/wiki/Basic-DamID-analysis-pipeline>.

Both binding intervals and reads from non-*D. melanogaster* species were translated to the *D. melanogaster* UCSC dm3 reference genome using the LiftOver utility from the UCSC Genome Browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver>) \[[@CR123]\]. For *D. simulans* and *D. yakuba*, the minMatch parameter was set to 0.7, while for *D. pseudoobscura* it was set to 0.5; multiple outputs were not permitted. DiffBind was used to enable a quantitative comparison between DamID datasets from all species using translated data \[[@CR87]\]. Translated reads in BED format were back-converted to SAM format using a custom perl script (bed2sam.pl, <https://github.com/sarahhcarl/Flychip/tree/master/DamID_analysis>), and then into BAM format using SAMtools \[[@CR120]\]. For each analysis, the translated reads from each sample were normalized together in DiffBind using the DESeq2 normalization method.

Binding intervals were assigned to the closest gene in the *D. melanogaster* genome using a perl script written by Bettina Fischer (University of Cambridge). Genomic feature annotations were performed using ChIPSeeker \[[@CR124]\]. The distances from binding intervals to TSSs were calculated and plotted using ChIPpeakAnno \[[@CR125]\]. All calculations of overlaps between interval datasets were performed using the BEDTools intersect utility \[[@CR91]\]. All visualization of sequence data was done using the Integrated Genome Browser (IGB) \[[@CR126]\]. Gene ontology analysis was performed using FlyMine \[[@CR127]\], with a Benjamini and Hochberg correction for multiple testing and a correction for gene length effect.

Evolutionary sequence analysis of binding motifs {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------

DiffBind was used to identify the set of Dichaete-Dam binding intervals unique to *D. melanogaster* and the set conserved in all four species \[[@CR87]\]. The genomic coordinates of these intervals in *D. melanogaster* were extracted and translated to each other species' reference genome assembly using LiftOver, with the minMatch parameter set to 0.7. The sequences of each orthologous binding interval in each species were obtained using the fetch-UCSC sequences tool from RSAT, preserving strand information \[[@CR94]\]. For each interval for which one unambiguous orthologous sequence could be identified in all four species, the sequences were multiply aligned using PRANK, estimating the guide tree directly from the data \[[@CR92],[@CR93]\]. Two strategies were used to predict Sox binding sites within binding intervals. First, the positional weight matrices (PWMs) representing the top-scoring *de novo* Sox motif identified via HOMER in each binding interval dataset were downloaded \[[@CR121]\]. FIMO was used to search for matches to each PWM in all binding intervals, and the resulting hits were used to calculate the average number of motifs per binding interval \[[@CR90]\]. The PWMs were also used to scan multiple alignments of both four-way conserved and unique *D. melanogaster* Dichaete-Dam binding intervals using matrix-scan from RSAT, with the pre-compiled *Drosophila* background file and with the cutoff for reporting matches set to a PWM weight-score of \> = 4 and a p-value of \< 0.0001. If a binding interval was identified at the same aligned position in an orthologous binding interval in more than one species, it was considered to be positionally conserved between those species. Randomly shuffled control motifs were generated using the RSAT tool permute-matrix \[[@CR94]\] and used in the same way. All statistical tests were performed in R v.3.1.0 using RStudio v0.98.

Data access {#Sec16}
-----------

All sequencing and binding interval data described in this paper have been deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) \[[@CR128]\] and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE63333 (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE63333>).

Additional files {#Sec17}
================

Additional file 1: Figure S1.Multiple alignment of Dichaete and SoxNeuro amino acid sequences. (A) Multiple alignment of the entire Dichaete sequence from *D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. yakuba* and *D. pseudoobscura*. (B) Multiple alignment of the entire SoxN sequence from *D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. yakuba* and *D. pseudoobscura*. The HMG domains of each orthologous protein are highlighted in red.Additional file 2:**Genes annotated to Sox DamID binding intervals.** List of target genes annotated to Dichaete and SoxN DamID binding intervals in all species. For non-*melanogaster* species, the annotation was performed on binding intervals called from sequence data that had been translated to the *D. melanogaster* genome. The CG numbers from NCBI, gene symbols and Flybase identifiers for each gene are listed.Additional file 3:**Gene ontology terms enriched in Sox target gene lists.** List of all significantly enriched GO terms for Dichaete and SoxN annotated target genes in all species. The first column lists the GO biological process term and the second column lists the corrected p-value.Additional file 4: Figure S2.Genomic features annotated to group B Sox DamID binding intervals. Feature classes include exons, introns, 5′ UTRs, 3′UTRs, promoters, immediate downstream and intergenic. Each interval may be annotated with more than one class if it overlaps multiple features. (A) Percentages of *D. melanogaster* Dichaete-Dam intervals annotated to each feature class. (B) Percentages of *D. melanogaster* SoxN-Dam intervals annotated to each feature class. (C) Percentages of *D. simulans* Dichaete-Dam intervals annotated to each feature class. (D) Percentages of *D. simulans* SoxN-Dam intervals annotated to each feature class. (E) Percentages of *D. yakuba* Dichaete-Dam intervals annotated to each feature class. (F) Percentages of *D. pseudoobscura* Dichaete-Dam intervals annotated to each feature class. (G) Plot of the distribution of distances to the nearest TSS for each binding dataset according to the scale on the right.Additional file 5:**Enrichment for group B Sox binding in first introns.** For each translated DamID binding interval dataset, the total number of binding intervals overlapping an intron by at least 100 bp, as well as the number of binding intervals overlapping the first intron of a transcript, were counted. Each annotated transcript was quantified separately, as an intron could be considered "first" or "not first" depending on patterns of differential splicing. The significance of enrichment was calculated by an exact binomial test in comparison to the total number of introns and first introns in the *D. melanogaster* genome.Additional file 6:**Enriched** ***de novo*** **motifs discovered in Sox binding intervals.** For each Dichaete and SoxN DamID binding interval dataset, the top 20 enriched *de novo* motifs discovered by HOMER are listed. The first column lists the rank of the motif, the second column lists the best guess TF matching the motif according to HOMER, the third column lists the consensus sequence of the motif and the fourth column lists its p-value.Additional file 7: Figure S3.DamID intervals overlapping a known CRM are preferentially conserved. (A) Dichaete-Dam binding intervals that overlap a REDFly CRM are more likely to show three-way binding conservation between *D. melanogaster, D. simulans* and *D. yakuba* ("3-way") and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* ("D. mel unique") than those that do not (p = 7.06e-35). (B) SoxN-Dam binding intervals that overlap a REDFly CRM are more likely to show two-way binding conservation between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* ("D.mel-D.sim") and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* than those that do not (p = 2.40e-72). (C) Dichaete-Dam binding intervals that overlap a FlyLight CRM are more likely to show three-way binding conservation and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* than those that do not (p = 3.38e-38). (D) SoxN-Dam binding intervals that overlap a FlyLight CRM are more likely to show two-way binding conservation and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* than those that do not (p = 7.27e-12).Additional file 8: Figure S4.DamID intervals overlapping a core binding interval or annotated to a direct target gene are preferentially conserved. (A) Dichate-Dam binding intervals that overlap a core Dichaete binding site are more likely to show three-way conservation between *D. melanogaster, D. simulans* and *D. yakuba* ("3-way") and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* ("D. mel unique") than those that do not (p = 4.10e-305). (B) SoxN-Dam binding intervals that overlap a core SoxN binding site are more likely to show two-way conservation between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* ("2-way") and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* than those that do not (p = 1.90e-161). (C) Dichaete-Dam binding intervals that are annotated to a Dichaete direct target gene are more likely to show three-way conservation and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* than those that are not (p = 2.3e-12). However, this effect is weaker than for core intervals. (D) SoxN-Dam binding intervals that are annotated to a SoxN direct target gene are more likely to show two-way conservation and are less likely to be unique to *D. melanogaster* than those that are not (p = 3.4e-5). Again, however, this effect is weaker than for core intervals.Additional file 9:**Target genes annotated to conserved, commonly bound intervals.** List of target genes annotated to binding intervals that are commonly bound by Dichaete and SoxN as well as conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The CG numbers from NCBI, gene symbols and Flybase identifiers for each gene are listed.Additional file 10:**Gene ontology terms enriched in commonly bound, conserved target genes.** List of all significantly enriched GO terms for target genes annotated to intervals that are commonly bound by Dichaete and SoxN and are conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The first column lists the GO biological process term and the second column lists the corrected p-value.Additional file 11:**Target genes annotated to conserved, uniquely bound Dichaete intervals.** List of target genes annotated to binding intervals that are uniquely bound by Dichaete and conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The CG numbers from NCBI, gene symbols and Flybase identifiers for each gene are listed.Additional file 12:**Gene ontology terms enriched in conserved, uniquely bound Dichaete target genes.** List of all significantly enriched GO terms for target genes annotated to intervals that are uniquely bound by Dichaete and are conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The first column lists the GO biological process term and the second column lists the p-value.Additional file 13:**Target genes annotated to conserved, uniquely bound SoxN intervals.** List of target genes annotated to binding intervals that are uniquely bound by SoxN and conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The CG numbers from NCBI, gene symbols and Flybase identifiers for each gene are listed.Additional file 14:**Gene ontology terms enriched in conserved, uniquely bound SoxN target genes.** List of all significantly enriched GO terms for target genes annotated to intervals that are uniquely bound by SoxN and are conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. The first column lists the GO biological process term and the second column lists the p-value.
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